Consider the combinational complexity L(f) of Boolean functions over the basis ~ = {flf:{0,1} 2 + {0,1}}.
i. INTRODUCTION
The interest in lower bounds for the combinational complexity of Boolean functions stems from two facts: i) practical interest; the hardware of a computer consists largely of switching networks.
ii) theory of algorithms; proving lower bounds for the run time of algorithms has been reduced to the problem of proving lower bounds for the combinational complexity of Boole,an functions [1] , [8] . However, for this purpose lower bounds of size greater than O(nlog(n)) would be needed.
Several functions with exponential combinational complexity are known [6] , [16] .
The proof relies on the fact, that (for reasonable functions s: IN +IN) a Turing machine with tape complexity s(n)log s(n) z-or a formal system with equivalent descriptive power --can construct an optimal circuit with complexity s(n).
Besides that the best lower bounds known for the basis mentioned in the abstract are of size 2n [15] .
We first list some basic notations and facts.
In Theorem i, with known techniques a 2n-lower bound is derived for a function which describes reading +This research was supported by DAAD (German Academic Exchange Service) grant No. 430/402/563/5. in a storage of n cells of 1 bit each.
To prove a lower bound better than 2n, new methods are needed which --unlike the known ones --assert the existence of gates which are not necessarily near the inputs of the circuit.
Theorem 2 is proven with such a method.
Applied alone, the method yields 2n-lower bounds.
In Theorem 3, extension of the known techniques together with the new method are applied to prove a 2.5 n-lower bound. This proof turns out to be considerably more difficult than proofs of 2n-lower bounds.
In the last section we point out a relation to Neciporuk's Test [7] and prove a trade-off result between formula size and circuit complexity.
BASIC NOTATIONS AND FACTS
Let K = {0,i}.
= {f[f:K 2 + K} is the set of basic operations.
A switching circuit N is a directed, acyclic graph, each node having indegree 0 or 2.A node with indegree 0 is input node.
A node with outdegree'0 is no-~.
X n = {Xl, .... x n} is the set of input nodes of N.
Each node with indegree 2 is labelled by an f E ~.
Associate with each node C of N a function resN(C) :Kn + K in the obvious way.
In the same way associate functions resN(e) with the edges e of N. If it is clear, which circuit is meant, the subscript N in resN( ) is dropped.
For f:K s + K: N computes f if there is a node n in N such that res(n) = f. Define the combinational complexity of f by L(f) = min~# nodes in N which are not input nodes IN computes f}.
Assigning values 0 or 1 to the variables of a subset S c X n allows, to concentrate on subfunctlons as well as on the subcircuit of N, which consists only of paths from an x i ~ S to a terminal node.
A partial assignment (P.A.) is a set of assignments
Given f:K n ÷ K,a P.A.
~ implies in a natural way a subfunction f :K n-#e ÷ K of f. Functions res(C) will be of special interest.
A path (n => n') is a path from node n to node n' Let p be a path (n => n').
Denote by [n,n'] D the set of nodes of p.
If there is onl~ one path (n => n'), the subscript p is dropped. Define
For sets of nodes S,S' define i path(S => S') : <=> i n E S, n' ( S':
• '~ path(n => n') Example:
In Figure We sum up some simple facts which will be used later, often without being mentioned explicitly.
in an optimal circuit all labellings of nodes are of the form (y~ A y~)C (AND-type gate)
So one can consider an optimal circuit as consisting of A, • and ~, where L counts only the number of A's and e's. A function of two variables, which can be computed by an AND-type gate (e-type gate) we call a AND-like function (e-like function).
3)
No AND-like function is e-like and vice versa.
4) an optimal circuit for a single function f has exactly one output node t with res(t) = f.
From now on the letter t stands always for the output node of the circuit under consideration.
5) if one input of a gate is constant, independent of the assignments of values to the input nodes, this gate can be eliminated.
6) in an optimal circuit no two edges, starting from one node, go into the same node, i.e. figure 2 does not occur in an optimal circuit. In the various coming figures the following symbolism will be used: 
TWO 2n-LOWER BOUNDS
The first theorem has a practical aspect.
It gives an answer to the question: how much costs reading in a storage? On the other hand, it's proof introduces some techniques, which will be used later. Proof:
We first prove the lower bound. De--~e for 1 < s < n the statement E : We show that E s holds, if Es_ 1 holds.
Consider an optimal realization N of a function f as defined in E :
~i E S: outdegree(inputnode x:) ~ Thus Setting xi:=const eliminate~ ~t least two gates.
The new circuit N' obtained by elimination of the gates, computes a function f' for which Es_ 1 applies with S' = S\{i}.
If N was cheaper than 2s-2, then N' is cheaper than 2(s-i)-2, thus contradicting Es_ 1 • Case 2:
~i ~ S: outdegree(input x i) = 1 and t-~e edge from x i goes into an AND-type gate C, i.e. res(C) = (x9 A yb)C with a,b, c E K and y some function of the other input variables.
Claim: C ~ t. As s > 2, ~j ~ S s.t. j ~ i. While the argumentation in the proof of Theorem 1 was limited to the top of the circuit (i.e. near the input nodes), the next proof establishes the existence of branching points, which may be deep in the circuit. 
We first prove two lemmas.
Lemma 2: Let G be a directed acyclic graph such that:
G has n input nodes
ii) G has m output nodes iii) any interior node (i.e. which is not an input node) has indegree < 2 iv) G contains p nodes with outdegree > 2 then G has at least n-m+p interior nodes.
Proof: Begin to construct G from the input by inserting node after node. In the beginning one has n "wires hanging down" from the input nodes.
One interior node decreases the "number of down hanging wires" only by one.
The number is increased during the construction by at least p.
In the end it is m. Hence G contains at least n+p-m interior nodes • Lemma 2 will be applied several times to certain subgraphs of circuits.
The next lemma helps to establish the existence of branching points in circuits for functions f, to which the hypothesis theorem 2 applies:
Lemma 3: V i, j E S, i ~ j: before a path(x i => t) meets a path(xj => t), one of these paths splits. resN,(t ) is again a function in the sense of Es_ 1 with s' = S~{i}.Proof: Suppose that it is false for i Figure 3 an-~-~-~. Let C be the node where the paths This completes Case 3 and the meet. Let el, e 2 be the input wires of C. proof of the lower bound. Let res(t) be the function computed by the circuit. We show: if C is an ANDtype gate, then all subfunctions of res(t), which depend only on x. and x~ are AND-like or constant.
If C is ~ 8-typ~ gate, all such subfunctions are ~-like or constant. But f has subfunctions of both types. More precisely:
Take any P.A. ~, which fixes all inputs except x ,x . As --by assumption neither path(x i => C) nor path(xj => C) splits: In the same way one excludes: C is a ~-type gate • Proof of Theorem 2:
There are #S-I input nodes xi, i ~ S, such that any path(x i => t) splits.
Suppose that this is false.
Then there are i0,J0 ~ S s.t. there is only one (Xio => t). 
Proof: Note that both, Theorem 1 and Theorem 2~ imply 2n-lower bounds for f. The upper bound is an easy consequence of theorem i. As in the proof of Theorem i, we first make f indmpendent of all inputs xi, which eliminate 3 gates. When that is no longer possible, we will know quite exactly how the "top" of the circuit looks like.
For the remaining s inputs, we prove the existence of (5s)/2-2 gates without an inductive argument.
Define for 1 < s < n the statement E: s Case II: ai E s s.t. outdegree (input node xi) = 2 and one of the edges el, e 2 going out from x i goes into an AND-type gate.
Almost like case 2 in the proof of Theorem i.
A small difficulty occurs in the case of Figure 6 . Case III: i ~ S : outdegree (input node x i) = 2 and both edges from x i go into C-type gates AI and A2.
Consider Figure  7 .
Let B (C) be the first place on a path (At => t) (on a path (A2 => t)) which is an AND-type gate or a branching point. The existence of B or C will be shown in a moment.
Denote by fl,---,fs (gl,.--,g+) the functions associated with the other input wires to this path. P'"~/~/g' -yq Proof: Suppose C = t.
Then C is an ANDtype gate and ~ pat h(A 1 => C).
This implies the existence of B.
Hence if B does not exist, the Lemma is true.
If B exists, proceed as follows:
Since #S > 2, lj E S, j ~ i. Case I: C = B. Then C is an AND-type gate and (fl)e .... , (gt)e depend only on xj.
Hence changing x i changes res (B') and res(C')m simultaneously.
Changing xj can have two effects: either it changes res(B')~ and res(C')~ simultaneously or it changes, w.l.o.g., only res(C')~, and res(B')e depends only on x i.
The case, that both res (C')e and res(B') e depend only on xi, is trivial.
In the first case change x i to (~ x i) and x. to (~ x~) . Then res(t)~(~ xi3,~ xj) = ~es(C)~(~ xi,~ xj) = = res (C)~(xi,x ~) as neither res(B') nor res(C') nave changed. ~ But f~(~ xi,-~ xj) = ~ fa(xi,xj) , hence C ~ t.
In the second case, fix x.. (and hence res(B')~) such that res(C~e becomes constant independent of xj. If C is a branching point, this eliminates at least two more gates.
If C is an AND-type gate, choose a s.t. resN, (C) = const. This eliminates C and its (by Lemma 6 existing) successor. Then all paths (G~ => t~ go through a Gj, j ~ i (Figure 9 ) ~.
X.
x xJn Let p be a free path( n => n'). p splits into free path to n" if ~ C ~ [n,n'] D ~ [n,n']p U G, such that there is an edge from c to D and a free path(D => n") Definition. ~ E = {el qi s.t. e is node on a free path(G i => t), e ~ G}.
Clearly E N G = #. If we could show, that there ar~ #S---I nodes in E I where a free path(G i => t) splits into another free path to t, a n application of Lemma 2 to E would yield a 3N-lower bound.
But Figure- 
Figure i0
By placing gates on places like e, whose other input is an appropriate function of the ai's and q, one would still be able to compute x. A x. as well as i 3 x. • x. for all i and j.
But such gates 3 contribute to the costs.
Though we are not able to locate these gates exactly in the circuit, we can find a certain number, say n, of distinct places, where paths go such gates start. Then, we will conclude, there must be at least [n/2] such gates (as one gate has only two inputs).
The following lemma is the counterpart to Lemma 3.
Lemma 9:
Let xi,x j (i,j E S) be s.t., free path (x i => t) and free path (xj => t) meet before any of them splits into another free path to t. Let C be the node, where these paths meet, then i) either Z free path(G i => Gj) or i free path(Gj => Gi).
2) each such.path goes through a gate g, for i,j ~ S: i R j: <=> free path(G i => t) and free path(G 5 => t) meet before any of them splits into another free path to t.
Lemma I0:
R is equivalence relation [] R partitions S into, say, k groups: S = S 1 U ... U S k.
The free paths(G i => t) of a group r meet in a point t r before splitting into Other free paths to t. So the free paths (G i => t)) for i ~ S r form a tree with root t r.
Call this tree the free tree of group r. If S = {i}, then we consider the node G i as the free tree as well as G i = t r .
Let A = {gl g is a node in the circuit and ~ i free path(g => t)}. Clearly 
Proof:
We claim: On any free tree with n--~ves (n > 2), there are at least n-i nodes D such--that a free pathC D => leaves the free tree in D.
As for different trees such sets of nodes D are disjoint, there are at least #T-k paths going into A, hence #A > (#T-k)/2.
To prove the claim, observe that in the free tree of group r there is a node F such that a free path(G i => t) and a free path(G& => t) meet in F; i,j £ S r but ~ .~ ~ ~JS r s.t. a free path(G => t) goes through F.
Apply to i and j£ Lemma 9. This implies the existence of one node D --w.l.o.g., D £ (Gi,F) f--, a gate g ~ [Gi,F]f U [Gj,F] f and a path(D => g).
If there was a free path(g => t), then ~ iRj. Hence g ~ A.
Now mark [Gi,F) in the free tree and repeat the above argument.
As the unmarked paths are disjoint from the marked ones, all new nodes D are disjoint from the old ones.
• Repeating this argument n-i times proves the claim [] Proof of Theorem 3:
Consider free paths( t r => tJ and suppose there is a free path (t r => t) and a free path (tr, => t~ which both don't split into another free path to t.
Then there are two cases: i) the free path(t~ =~ ~)~meets the free path(t , => k). Then by definition of R a~d as none of the paths splits into another free path to t, neither t r nor t r, is root of a free tree.
ii) there is a node C s.t. there is a free path(t r => C) and a free path (C => tr,). tree.
Then t is not root of a free r
Hence all but one of the free paths (t r => t) must branch into another free path to t.
This implies the existence of a set B' of nodes, in which free paths(t r => t) branch into other free paths to t.
Observe that there are s-#T+k roots t r of free trees.
As in the proof of Theorem 2 one concludes that these must be s-#T+k-i first such nodes on free paths(t r => t).
Apply Lemma 2 to the graph which consists of the nodes e ~ E and the free paths between them.
By Lemma 7 it has s input nodes, t is the output node. Hence #E > 2s-#T+k-2
Finally by Lemma 7 and 10: For a switching function f define T(f) = min{# interior nodes in a tree network N I N computes f} Tis called (minimal) formula size. If one allows only AND-like connectives in circuits and tree networks, the minimal formula size of th@ parity function x I • ... 8 x n is n2-1 [3] and the circuit complexity is 3n-3 [15] .
We prove a similar result for the case, that also • -like connectives are allowed in formulas.
Notation:
Let N be a circuit, X the set of input variables and S c X.
A node C in N is called S-node, if these are nodes Let ~ be a P.A. which fixes all variables in X S.
Then res(n)~ = const for all nodes not in N'
Let A be an S node or A ~ S, let B be an S-node or B = t, and let path(A => B) which contains no other S-node.
Let e be the edge on this path which goes into B.
We call such a path (A => B) a programmable edge of N'. Why this name?
Consider how res(e)~ depends on res(A)~ for different P.A.'s e.
No matter how many gates are on this path, one can "program" -by choice of e-this dependence in at most 4 ways: Zvi Galil pointed out to me, how to improve the original 2.25 Nlower bound of theorem 3 [9] into 2.5N.
